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VWG Wealth Management 1st Quarter Review

Executive Summary

The global spread of COVID-19 delivered a powerful shock to global asset markets.  The S&P 500 Index

suffered its fastest 30%+ drop from record highs in its history.  For the quarter the benchmark index for

large U.S. stocks lost 20%.

Separately, the early March Russia-Saudi crude oil price war further unnerved stock and bond markets,

accelerating the broad selloff.

Typically stable relationships within the credit markets were disrupted, as a variety of market participants

simultaneously rushed for quick liquidity.  Dysfunction spread throughout the bond universe, affecting

the pricing and trading of even the highest quality debt.

The Federal Reserve and Congress moved quickly in response to the crisis, instituting massive stimulus

and policies designed to alleviate stress in credit markets, and to soften the damage from an abruptly

slowing economy.

VWG maintains that most clients should make few investment changes over the next few weeks.  There

is very little clarity on the progression of COVID-19, and on the effects of widespread business

shutdowns, job layoffs and terminations. Engage your VWG advisor to review your financial plan before

making any major financial decisions.  Your plan should be updated to reflect any significant life changes.

Longer-term we are cautiously optimistic.  There will be opportunities to strengthen portfolios and plant

the seeds for potential future gains. 

Review of the Markets
It is difficult to put into words the abrupt phase shift that has occurred – to our daily lives, our families, our

healthcare providers, almost all of humankind – since the stark reality of the COVID-19 pandemic has set in. We

are living in an entirely different world from what we knew just a month ago. Entire countries, state and local

governments, small and large businesses, economic outlooks, and financial markets have been deeply shaken.

While still in the midst of this crisis, it is far too early to accurately assess its intermediate and longer-term

ramifications.

As we conclude the 1st quarter and look forward, VWG’s dominant focus is on the progression and hopeful

containment of the disease, and on the many lives who are being tragically affected. Our thoughts and prayers

are with all of our clients and their families, and people worldwide that are being afflicted by this terrible virus,

and by the fear of its invisible spread.

http://email.hightoweradvisors.com/ol/j0hRc83OLFxQsRoksqi3F4W8xmSNKMD87egwRLqyh5ZvjwVuYOPLdQyi3IUCSsp0aPqZCAZNQ9ZlyQgFSqaGct0QvPBUDxy3XjLxhYHSZopGZbtk2dNg-76sy28XuZOBnVGKHEYKHSA4NVXFPu1mhzXiM5sQSg7aqC-RZ9dzyG4NnakW18_tO_U,/jExRcsTPL1lNoVdlsbPWNb760T3JfZC8tKt4G_bixMYt1lptPO_ANQ77jdJcU4QlYqaRFwcCBZlk11NVEfSqaI9Lp_BEIVGbUjT2tJbKXaBFIJFA0clg_Z6uwlRUmNaDsXXfIEE_SV5lTRSvUYV0twjVOpJwdTOF8SKQGKIJuwVZr-43hMazSrm8zXKG33brxAOkNwNT8fuu8nmIXKNertozqXsCxmIRc8HgzTvi0IYTiHQMwMp6vkw62s9HJOxqyB-CWnTz7aLfFrlUEpOcpsf2qP54fw4Ekas5SjzJIG6_Oa6cQRRX3EK6sxgzNQ5DdyBXIr4EwhPUh0xpUPheQwaSvSoL_mUKhYVB6bzNqyq3YHHYJgqn
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In review of the 1st quarter performance of various asset classes, data without the accompanying context is

meaningless. Per Strategas Research’s Chris Verrone, “in an asset selloff this violent, actual numbers don’t

matter as much. It’s about price levels.”

The global spread of COVID-19 delivered a powerful shock to global asset markets, as they confronted the

disease’s damaging health and economic effects.  Readily-traded stocks and bonds sold off brutally, in a rush to

the door for safety and liquidity. The S&P 500 Index suffered its fastest 30%+ drop from record highs in its

history.  The CBOE Market Volatility Index (VIX), a measure of expected price fluctuations for the S&P 500

Index, rose to levels not seen since October 2008.  For the quarter, the S&P 500 Index, a benchmark index for

U.S. large stocks, finished down 20%.  Smaller U.S. stocks (Russell 2000 Index) fared worse, dropping 30.9%. 

International stocks of developed markets lost 23.5%, as measured by the MSCI EAFE Index.  Even gold briefly

dipped, dropping 12% in only seven days (NYMEX Gold continuous futures contract).

The Russia-Saudi crude oil price war dramatically accelerated the selloff.  On March 6 Russia refused to agree to

proposed OPEC production cuts.  Saudi Arabia swiftly reversed their position, raising output and slashing prices. 

West Texas Intermediate Crude (measured by the NYMEX continuous futures contract) dropped a whopping

32% in two days.  This sent massive waves throughout stocks, and particularly corporate bond markets, as

energy-related debt was radically re-priced.

Bond and credit markets fared no better in the downdraft.  No class or sector was spared.  Per Bespoke

Research Group, “typically stable market relationships dissolved into chaos not seen since the 2008-09 financial

crisis, thanks to problems in finding repurchase agreements (repo), trading counterparty liquidity stresses,

highly-leveraged relative value trades blowing up, and dysfunction among the highest-quality Treasury,

corporate and municipal bonds, and fixed income ETFs holding them.”  A very large national tax-free money

market fund had to temporarily instill sales barriers for their largest holders. 

Fortunately, the U.S. Treasury quickly realized the damage this indiscriminate selling was causing.  On March 23

they announced the purchase of unlimited amounts of U.S. Treasuries and mortgage-backed securities, “to

support smooth credit market functions.”  Other programs were established to help support some types of asset-

backed securities, municipal debt, corporate bonds and commercial paper.

Portfolio Strategy and Asset Positioning
Stanford University’s Robert Sapolsky’s extensive research shows that under severe stress, we tend to become

more impulsive and less reflective.  Our time horizons shorten, making it difficult to consider the future

consequences of our present actions.  Personal and collective stress sets the stage for poor decision-making. 

Getting sufficient sleep, eating right, and regularly exercising can help manage stress.  Staying connected to

family, friends and loved ones helps keep us centered.  Taking scheduled, timed breaks from the television and

internet “information and analysis” barrage is very helpful.  In tough times, simple things matter more than ever.

VWG Wealth Management is here to help.  If you are concerned about your financial situation in light of the

COVID-19 crisis, or are contemplating a significant portfolio change, please work with us to review your financial

plan.  The plan will provide some objectivity, and will maintain focus on your long-term goals.  If significant life

changes have occurred or if your objectives have changed, your plan should be updated.  VWG can help by

showing different scenarios, evaluating alternative lifestyle, accumulation, investment and distribution

approaches that might be taken to meet your long-term needs.  Seeing how your plan changes under different
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conditions is extremely valuable.  It can help alleviate some of your concerns.  Breaking down your financial

assets into short-term and long-term needs can also help properly frame the discussion and keep you on track

toward meeting your goals.   

For financial assets, VWG expects the near future to be marked with great swings and uncertainty, as the

COVID-19 statistics and immediate fallout to the economy ensue.  Debt expert Canyon Partners’ CIO Todd

Lemkin believes that, “although not expected to occur with the same velocity, the de-levering and forced selling

is not complete.”  VWG maintains that for at least the next few weeks, doing less is preferable to doing more for

most clients.  Sensibly increasing cash makes sense for those facing family, employment or business

uncertainty.  Our economy is in unchartered territory, and it appears that gaining any clarity is a few weeks

away.

Although patience is required, we do believe that there will be opportunities to take actions over the coming

months that could add significant value for our clients and their investment portfolios.  We have begun, and will

continue, to take the opportunity of improving the quality of our holdings.  We will be making an initial round of

tax-loss harvesting in taxable accounts.  In both cases we will not be changing net exposure to stocks, unless a

specific client’s requirements or risk profile dictate.

Longer term we are cautiously optimistic.  Although the number of people being directly and indirectly afflicted

by the COVID-19 pandemic is heartbreaking, we believe this crisis will be overcome.  The massive amount of

global stimulus and support already announced is unparalleled.  It is already greater than the entire amounts

provided throughout the 2008-09 financial crisis.  Expert economists believe that the speed and size of this

intervention will help prevent lasting economic damage.  They also believe that interest rates should remain low

for a long period.  In such an environment, the equities of quality durable companies, possessing solid balance

sheets and superior business models, will be a favored asset class.  One should never count out American

ingenuity and entrepreneurship. 

     Chart and data courtesy of Cornerstone Macro

The CARES Act Suspends 2020 Mandatory IRA Distributions
The big and broad Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act, or CARES Act, includes several provisions

related to retirement accounts.  Many of our clients may be able to incorporate these into their personal

retirement and tax planning for this year.  These include:
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Required minimum distributions (RMDs) are suspended for 2020.  This includes initial RMDs for those

reaching age 72 (this was recently changed from age 70 ½), and for inherited IRAs.

Those who have already taken their 2020 RMDs can return these, thereby eliminating the tax bill,

provided they return it within 60 days of its distribution, and no other ‘temporary’ withdrawal and return

of IRA funds has occurred within the past 365 days.

Penalty-free withdrawals from IRAs and defined contribution plans are allowed up to $100,000 for

adverse COVID-19-related financial hardship. Those doing so will have three years to pay the taxes on

these withdrawals.

Maximum loans from employer-sponsored retirement plans have been increased to the lower of

$100,000 or 100% of the vested account balance, as long as these are COVID-19-related.  The due date

for repayment of this loan will be delayed one year.

There are several nuances and strategies that can be considered to maximize the potential benefits of these law

changes.  VWG will be reaching out over the coming weeks to our clients taking RMDs to discuss these.  Please

contact us if you have any immediate questions or concerns.

Staying “Cyber-safe” During Coronavirus Pandemic
The coronavirus pandemic delivers a number of new cybersecurity risks.  Due to workers around the world

adopting remote work arrangements and hackers exploiting the evolving situation, many businesses and

individuals are experiencing an increase in fraudulent emails, text messages and voicemails.  At VWG we

continue to take extra precautions to secure your information. 

Due to this heightened security situation, please join us in following these precautionary steps to be alert and

aware of malicious attempts:

Best Practices Due to Increased Cybersecurity Threats:

Stay wary of COVID-19 related phishing campaigns, especially fake alerts from WHO or other

organizations promising access to cures or safety information.  Double check the email address before

you open emails or click links.

Use multi-factor/dual authentication wherever possible for your devices and applications.  Increase use of

dual authentication on any banking/account related applications and websites.  If you access your

accounts on Fidelity.com, click here to add an extra layer of login protection: 

https://www.fidelity.com/security/soft-tokens/overview

Beware of phishing voicemails (vishing) through your email or mobile device.  Pay attention to unknown

links disguised as voice mails.

Remain conscientious when using text messages, social media and any instant messaging as there is an

increase in malicious texts being sent through known contacts.  Always think twice before clicking a link

or resetting a password.

Best Practices When Working with VWG Remotely:

http://email.hightoweradvisors.com/ol/j0hRc8PNLFxQsRoksqi3F4W8xmSNKMD87egwRLqyh5ZvjwVuYOPLdQyi3IUCSsp0aPqZCAZNQ9ZlyQgFSqaGct0QvPBUDxy3XjLxhYHSZopGZbtk2dNg-76sy28XuZOBnVGKHEYKHSA4NVXFPu1mhzXiM5sQSg7aqC-SZddzzW4NnakW18_tO_U,/jExScMTPKllNoVdlsbPWNb760TPJfp2ksqhkR_Tp34At3EtrYOXbIQ78h9VFUYY9buyQEk0fBZVz1gVdDb-Yd5R_7vpWVkSrcivWiq7TW7peQ5l4jeRS8qCk2lYOsOnToFfNKmYdaX9dbSmUQK0SvAezA6URVQHU0EvDPt5ysQ0iopBV_MGYL-eszHmow0XgxgejHGdX55O1_2aJFLxey-01ikwW_moAU9LB7RTR7LIAuxwN1L5AuDpixawnDPpd5DaLdijo4N_oRsVJG-SIwMTcitgtex1mm5UdYUDGGAmrBr-UTwZ1ySWqu2QOFBZlIgV3WP8juUGv7XgLTdw9YTPknQ8F4WwJ76JyjqTghhqkcn3MNynMuDry
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You can continue to call your advisor through our direct numbers. You can also call our main office

number (571) 406-4700 to either leave a message in our main mailbox, or contact your advisor through

a dial by name directory.

If you are calling from a number not in our database, your VWG advisor will ask to call you back on an

authorized number.

Stay vigilant to recognize changes in communication styles from your advisor or requests for different

methods of communications.

Please contact us immediately if you are concerned that your email, or your account information, has

been compromised.

We’re Thinking of You, Your Families and Your Loved Ones

And we are steadfast beside you during these challenging times.  VWG’s primary focus has always been, and

always will be, on you and your family’s long-term financial health.  In the midst of this unprecedented turmoil

and uncertainty, we remain vigilant to potential perils and opportunities, while keeping our eyes on the horizon.

Stay safe, and stay healthy!

Regards,

VWG Wealth Management

Suzanne, Ashley, Rashmi, Kay, Lynette, Ona, Michelle, Ryan, Ryan, Susan, Marnie, Justin, Elana, Patricia, John,

Rick and Jeff

Who we are

* Index Data Sourced from FactSet Research, Morningstar

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---

The information provided has been obtained from sources not associated with Hightower or its associates. All

data and other information referenced herein are from sources believed to be reliable, although its accuracy or

completeness cannot be guaranteed. Any opinions, news, research, analyses, prices, or other information

contained in this report is provided as general market commentary, it does not constitute investment

advice. VWG Wealth Management and Hightower shall not in any way be liable for claims, and make no

expressed or implied representations or warranties as to the accuracy or completeness of the data and other

information, or for statements or errors contained in or omissions from the obtained data and information

referenced herein. The data and information are provided as of the date referenced. Such data and information

are subject to change without notice.

Hightower Advisors do not provide tax or legal advice. This material was not intended or written to be used or

presented to any entity as tax advice or tax information. Tax laws vary based on the client’s individual

http://email.hightoweradvisors.com/ol/j0hRdcTNLVxQsRoksqi3F4W8xmSNKMD87egwRLqyh5ZvjwVuYOPLdQyi3IUCSsp0aPqZCAZNQ9ZlyQgFSqaGct0QvPBUDxy3XjLxhYHSZopGZbtk2dNg-76sy28XuZOBnVGKHEYKHSA4NVXFPu1mhzXiM5sQSg7aqC2TZNN0zW4NnakW18_tO_U,/jE5TccDIKllNoVcspLOONb6jlzzHcoynrLlvCPPw29wxy1swcePCd1bnh55GGd8zd-zRAAYGGoNu0h8XDPeSMZdF-_lJAwy_WTX-h6TXaoNaLrl4yP518KP43XkvuvSInVX4Pl88bXo9QTWQYb4isjb9BMERVAKk02joO7YqsyEhl4887MaYSIG--SCKxUbNtWSjEXtayZCxuW_uWIFdkd83vmcO2n0OS8r1sRvS-Ik9jBJrz9hCgC55zNpcEv5mwQWnUAHx3rnZHd9bZLiBwLfej8gtShwfh44qK37YBHzqXrDIXwxH1BeYlWQoIQh0CCdrW_cnpxyzmX9iQc0jFxaRtSIn8UJwxaVyj6Oosn6rX0vNLHD7hzaOyCeaI6pS72ylruo64AzfODH31bY,
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circumstances and can change at any time without notice. Clients are urged to consult their tax or legal advisor

before establishing a retirement plan.

This document was created for informational purposes only; the opinions expressed are solely those of VWG

Wealth Management, and do not represent those of Hightower Advisors, LLC, or any of its affiliates.The 2019

Financial Times 300 Top Registered Investment Advisors is an independent listing produced by the Financial

Times (June, 2019). The FT 300 is based on data gathered from RIA firms, regulatory disclosures, and the FT’s

research. As identified by the FT, the listing reflected each practice’s performance in six primary areas, including

assets under management, asset growth, compliance record, years in existence, credentials and accessibility.

Neither the RIA firms nor their employees pay a fee to The Financial Times in exchange for inclusion in the FT

300.

VWG Wealth Management

Hightower Advisors, LLC is a SEC registered investment adviser.
Securities are offered through Hightower Securities, LLC - Member FINRA/SIPC.

This is not an offer to buy or sell securities. No investment process is free of risk, and there is no guarantee that the
investment process or the investment opportunities referenced herein will be profitable. Past performance is not indicative of
current or future performance and is not a guarantee. The investment opportunities referenced herein may not be suitable for
all investors.

©2020 Hightower. All Rights Reserved.
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